
Do you think that participation in this project has been a motivating factor
in learning for your students?

5 responses

Do you think the application of digital tools has been a factor of innovation
in your classes?

5 responses

Ecoproject: Together we can change the
world. Teachers' assessment
5 responses

Publish analytics

Yes
Maybe
No

100%

I have applied new digital tools
It has been difficult to
implement in the classroom
It has been an added motivation
for the project

100%
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What has your work with other teachers from other countries brought you?

5 responses

The other teachers is amazing and work very weel. Thank you!

A lot of new ideas, motivation, comparison with other cultures and teacher methods etc...

It has been a very nice experience the one I had this year with my partners during this
project.

As a first experience in a eTwinning project, I really appreciated the expertise of other
colleagues. I was an occasion to exchange in a different manner compared to the
interaction with colleagues from my school. Cultural aspects, sharing points of view has
been a real positive point for me in this project. Training English language in a
professional context is also very nice !

collaboration

Do you think English language has been a problem for your students to do
the tasks?

5 responses

No, in fact, they have improved
their reading, listening and
speaking skills in this language
Yes, but some of them made an
effort to improve their English
Yes, and some students didn't
work because they were afraid
of English

20%40%

40%



Grade how much your students have learned about climate change from 1
(nothing) to 5 (a lot)

5 responses

Taking into account students' participation and the results of their assessment,
what is your opinion about this project?

5 responses

Amazing project! I want more!

It was a wonderful experience :D

Our students have been really motivated and has become quite aware of the big problem
we are suffering with climate change. They have put forward different ideas and
solutions to solve this terrible problem our Earth has.

Clearly, the English level of my students has been the main hurdle but some students (the
older ones) have been pleased to take part in this project : it was something new for
them and they appreciated the orignal activities that have been proposed (logo and
meme creation in particular). The project has been so appreciated by some students that
they chose it as a subject for their oral presentation in the context of the official final
middle school exam

they enjoyed alot and leearned alot
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